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Abstract 
In this paper, we analyze the data gathered from the longitudinal case study of language development of 1-2 years old boy in 
Macedonian context. The data that are important to the process of determination of the language development stadiums are 
presented in English, and Macedonian when necessary. There fore we open possibility of comparing language developmental 
characteristics of children that speak different languages, in the future research projects. Morphological and semantic approach is 
used to reveal the child's conception of the world manifested through its speech.  
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1. Very short on language development of a child 
Language development of children is a complex phenomena and a process that differ from one child to another. 
Still, there are many common language developmental characteristics among many children and not only among 
those that are coming from the same society or speak the same language, but among many children that speak 
different languages. Language development of a child is divergent process which is dynamic, flexible according to 
many internal and external factors. Still, there are some features that can be recognized during the development of 
the child’s speech. 
Language starts to develop from the time when the child is born. At the beginning it is only acoustical perception 
of someone’s speaking and certain skills of the organs of speaking, so the child could speak later on and there fore 
communicate with the environment. There are several language developmental phases that can be identified at the 
child's speech. Different authors identify different phases, but they are all presenting the continuity of language 
development.  
There are pre-linguistic and linguistic phase (Smiljanic and Tolicic, 1985) of the language development of a child. 
When the child is born, the child starts to cry, or to scream. This is the first step of pre-linguistic phase. That means 
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that the child says hello to the outer world. It also proves that he/she is breathing, that the air is passing through 
his/her breathing organs. Later on, the newborn child uses his/her cry to send a message to the people that take care 
of him/her. In this phase, the sounds that the child produces can be related to certain emotional condition that he/she 
experiences, for instance if the child is hungry he/she would cry, if he/she is in pain he/she would cry, but 
differently, if the child is happy and content then he/she would make specific sounds that will serve as indicators for 
his/her emotional condition. It is considered that the child sends different messages by making different movements, 
for instance, when the child doesn’t want to eat he/she pushes his/her head away from the food. After that, gɨɨ-gɨɨ 
phase is recognized, when the child is able to produce different sounds that cannot be easily differentiated and 
discriminated. Syllables making is when the child is combining different sounds by making syllables, and imitation, 
when the child tries to imitate his/hers parents speech. 
Vid Pecjak determines these developmental phases of the child' speech: 1. screaming, that starts when the baby 
opens its lunges and let the air pass through the respiratory system, 2. vocalization, that means articulation of 
vowels, 3. expansion of sounds, when the child is able to articulate many sounds even those that are not met in its 
parents' speech, 4. contraction of sounds, when certain sounds that existed in the child's speech are no longer there, 
especially those sounds that cannot be recognized at its parents' speech, 5. goo-goo phase means relating one sound 
to another, 6. and real words when the child starts to use conscious speech. 
The first words of a child are usually nouns and they are not articulated correctly. They could be articulated 
without certain sounds. There fore they are made shorter then they really are. Another characteristic is that they are 
onomatopoeic. For instance, instead of saying "car", the child says "buuuu", instead of saying "cat", the child 
pronounces "miaoh-miaoh", and so on. These first words almost in any cases represent a whole sentence, because 
the child expresses its wishes and demands this way. Most authors based on their own researches have concluded 
that nouns are first to emerge as a group of words. After the nouns, there are verbs, adverbs and adjectives or nouns, 
verbs, adjectives, adverbs, pronouns, prepositions, particles, exclamations. This is a question among several more 
that will be addressed by presenting the results of the following case research. The child uses a sentence consisted of 
only one word, in the beginning, but after that there are sentences consisted of two words. In the most common 
cases, the combinations are made from a noun and verb, or a noun and adjective. But, is it a rule? Does this mean 
that we would notice this order of appearance of certain types of words at every child?   
2. Method 
This research examines the developmental stadiums of the child's speech from 12 months to 23 months old child 
in Macedonian context; we will try to answer several questions about the nature of the process of learning, speech 
development and linguistics. In order to register the developmental phases of the child's speech longitudinal case 
study is being used. 
We have identified these research questions:  
1. What types of words does the child use in every age stage? 
2. What types of words do emerge first at the child's vocabulary? 
3. What is the number of the words that the child's vocabulary is consisting of at different stages? 
4. How is the vocabulary progressing regarding his age stages? 
Descriptive method is being used when describing the child's vocabulary in each time interval and morphological 
analysis of the registered words is been done in order to determine the development of the child's words as types of 
words. The child of 12 months old was observed during 11 calendar months. Every speech, mimic and gesture 
manifestation of the child under study was recorded. Also, the place of staying and child's play and the whole 
context that child's speech emerged out of, was described. The time of observation wasn't always at the same day of 
the week or the same time of the day, because the child had its own elementary needs that came on the first place, 
such as sleeping, having a nap, feeding and so on. Observation took place mostly at his home in order to eliminate 
the possible stress at the child that could emerge out of a new, non-familiar situation and place. In addition, the first 
author of this paper became friend of this child, first, in order to make him feel safe, content and full of joy in the 
researcher’s presence. Sometimes, the child was observed at the child's yard, at the researcher’s home (with his 
parents and relatives close to him) and at his grandparents’ house.  
The period of observation was 330 days. There fore, that number is divided to 30 (approximately length of a 
calendar month), after which we have got 11 time intervals of observation. From this point forward, the data 
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gathered and analysed will be discussed in these terms where one interval is equal to 30 days. In each time interval 
five observations for approximately 6 hours at each were made, or to say in other words, there were 30 hours of 
observation per interval.  
First, we present the data about the child under study: Name: Daniel; Gender: male; Brothers and sisters: No; Day 
of birth: 21.12.1998; Place of living: Bitola, Republic of Macedonia. His mother was 24 years old at the time of 
observation. She is born in Negotino, R. Macedonia and she is speaking with dialect characteristic for Negotino 
citizens. She has high school education and she is employed in secondary sector. The child's father was 27 years old. 
He is born in Bitola, Republic of Macedonia and has high school education. He is also employed at the secondary 
sector. Because Daniel's parents were working through out the day (from 8 AM till 5 PM) he was staying at his 
grandmother and uncle's home most of the time during the day whose house is in the same yard as his parent's 
house. Daniel's grandmother was 48 years old at the time of observation, house wife. The uncle was 22 years old 
and employed, single. The grandmother is the key environmental factor for speech development of the child. She 
was telling him stories, riddles, nursery rhymes and played with him. She didn’t imitate his speech when 
communicating with him. There was also a dog in the play yard that usually played with the child.  
3. Presentation and interpretation of the results 
All words that belong to certain word types did not emerge at once. After the longitudinal case study we noticed 
that certain types of words emerged at different age stages and some of them weren't recognized in the correct form 
of using. Down below in the table 2, we can see that increasing of the words that Daniel used is very rapid especially 
at the last 2 intervals. This conclusion is coming out of the data about the number of words that the child under the 
study has in its own vocabulary during each interval. The biggest progress is noticed between the Xth (366 words) 
and IXth interval (247 words) where the difference between these two intervals is equal to 119 words. Also, there is a 
big progress noticed between the XIth and the Xth interval where the difference in number of the words between these 
two intervals is 101 words. This may mean that the more words the child uses in its active vocabulary the more 
words the child will learn in certain time interval. 
Daniel used only 9 nouns during the observation at the first interval. But this number was rapidly increasing. For 
example, at the middle of the process of observation (VIth interval) he used 79 nouns and at the end (XIth interval) he 
used 233 different nouns, as it can be seen on the graphic illustration above. Nouns are the most numbered group of 
words that Daniel uses at this time. His early beginnings of speaking are connected to the nouns, as well. His first 
words were "ɦɚɦɚ" (mom) and "ɛɚɛɚ" (grandma). Daniel has done the biggest progress in language development 
when using the nouns.  
Table 1. Word use progress of Daniel presented in 11 intervals  
 
Intervals 
 I I
I 
III IV V VI VI
I 
VI
II 
IX X XI 
nouns 9 2
2 
2
6 
45 71 79 10
4 
12
2 
13
8 
19
2 
23
3 
verbs 1 3 3 4 11 14 21 30 41 70 96 
adverbs 1 2 3 3 7 8 8 9 11 18 35 
pronouns 1 2 2 2 4 6 6 8 11 14 21 
particles 1 3 3 3 3 3 3 5 5 7 8 
exclamation  4 6 11 18 21 21 25 25 29 33 
numbers    3 3 3 3 4 4 9 9 
adjectives    1 2 3 9 10 11 23 28 
prepositions      1 1 1 1 4 4 
sum () 1
3 
3
6 
4
3 
58 11
9 
13
8 
17
6 
21
4 
24
7 
366 46
7 
increasing (e.g. 
(II)- (I)) 
0 2
3 
7 15 61 19 38 38 33 11
9 
10
1 
 
Verbs are the second group of words that emerged very early at Daniel's speech. He used only one word in the 
first interval of observation, the word "ɟ" , form of the Macedonian verb "ɫɭɦ" (is, from the verb "to be" but in the 
third person of speaking). In the middle of the observation, he used 14 verbs and at the end - 96 verbs. Verbs are 
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3. Presentation and interpretation of the results 
being used only in the imperative mood of speaking at the beginning. From the interval 5 till the end of the 
observation, the child started modification of the verbs according to the person of speaking (masculine, feminine, 
singular and plural, first, second and third person). From this interval and on, he also started to use different tenses 
of the verbs, such as present simple tense, past simple tense (with verbs that determine infinite or finite 
characteristics of the action of speaking) and future simple tense. 
Adverbs as group of words emerged with only one word at the first interval. In the VIth interval he used 8 adverbs 
and in the XIth interval he used 35 adverbs. Adverbs are emerging since the first interval of time, but only as 
question word (where?) Ever since, the child's vocabulary of adverbs started to grow. Adverbs of time were 
recognized first, starting from the first interval. Since the fifth interval Daniel used "ɧɚɧɨɧ" instead of "ɧɚɞɜɨɪ" in 
Macedonian, meaning "outside, "ɬɭɤɚ" (engl. "here"), "ɩɟɲ" (engl. "on foot") and "ɞɨɛɨ" (maced. "ɞɨɛɪɨ", engl. 
"good"). From the sixth interval he used the adverb "ɤɚɤɨ" (engl. "how") and "ɬɚɦɨ" (maced. "ɬɚɦɭ", engl. "there"). 
During the eighth interval he managed to use the question word "ɨɬɢ" (engl. " why"). From the ninth interval he 
used the adverbs "ɧɚɬɟ" (maced. "ɜɧɚɬɪɟ", engl. "inside") as adverb of place and "ɩɨɰɟ" (maced. "ɩɨɫɥɟ", engl. 
"later") as adverb of time. There fore, he used adverbs of time first, then adverbs of manner and after that adverbs of 
time and amount. 
Exclamations such as "ȿʁ" (hey) were registered since the second interval of observation. 
Daniel started to use adjectives and numbers from the IV interval. This number was constantly increasing, again. 
He managed to pronounce 9 numbers and 28 adjectives at the end of observation. The first two adjectives were 
descriptive one: "ɭɛɨ" (maced. "ɭɛɚɜɨ", engl. "beautiful") and "ɝɨɨ" (maced. "ɝɨɥɨ", engl. "naked"). In the Vth 
interval he used more of the adjectives such as: "ɦɚɨ" (maced. "ɦɚɥɨ", engl. "little"), "ɩɢɚɬɧɨ" (maced. "ɩɪɢʁɚɬɧɨ", 
engl "pleasant"), "ɬɟɦɧɨ" ("dark"), "ɝɭɱɧɚɬɢ" (maced. "ɝɭɲɧɚɬɢ", engl. hugged, "ɝɨɟɦɨ" (maced. "ɝɨɥɟɦɨ", engl. 
big), "ɤɚɤɚɧɨ" (maced. "ɜɚɥɤɚɧɨ", engl. "dirty"), "ɰɨɧɨ" ("maced. "ɰɪɧɨ", engl. "black"), "ɱɢɬɨ" ("maced. "ɱɢɫɬɨ", 
engl. "clean"), "ɩɨɧɨ" (maced. "ɩɨɥɧɨ", engl. "full", "ɞɨɬɨ" (maced. "ɠɨɥɬɨ", engl. "yellow", "ɚɧɚ" (maced. 
"ɚɪɧɚ", engl. "good") and "ɬɨɟ" (maced. "ɬɜɨɟ", engl. "your"). After that there is a big progress in adjectives 
acquisition as you can see in the table 2 or graphic illustration 1, above. 
Prepositions were noticed at last, during the VI interval. He didn't make much progress with this group of words 
(he used only one preposition during the VIth, VIIth, VIIIth and IXth interval. In the last two intervals he could use 4 
prepositions. In Macedonian language this group of words usually includes words that are not very long and they are 
easily connected to the next word that comes after them in a sentence when speaking. There fore, Daniel didn't 
recept them as different words and it was much more difficult for him to use prepositions in his speaking. 
At the beginning of the child's development of its conscious speech, he uses the words in their basic form without 
paying attention to the form of the word’s change regarding the person that speaks (first, second, third) and plural or 
singular form. After the fourth interval, Daniel started modification of the words regarding the person mode or 
singular and plural forms of the nouns and adjectives as well as using the articles or suffixes in Macedonian 
language that determine the distance between the objects of speaking. For example, in Macedonian language if one 
wants to say "I took the book" (book that is near him), he/she would say "ȳɚ ɡɟɞɨɜ ɤɧɢɝɚɜɚ" (ɤɧɢɝɚ – as basic form 
of the noun, and "ɜɚ" as suffix that helps in understanding that the book is near to the speaker). If one wants to say 
"The children play (If the children are very near to the speaker), he/she would say "Ⱦɟɰɚɜɚ ɢɝɪɚɚɬ." ("ɞɟɰɚ" as a 
basic form of the noun in plural and "ɜɚ" as suffix for determination of the objects of speaking that are near us). But 
if the object of speaking is more distant then the speaker, but is still visible, in Macedonian language we use the 
suffix "ɧɚ". For example, "ȳɚ ɡɟɞɨɜ ɤɧɢɝɚɧɚ." ("ɤɧɢɝɚ" – as basic form of the noun in singular, and "ɧɚ" as suffix) 
or "Ⱦɟɰɚɧɚ ɢɝɪɚɚɬ." ("ɞɟɰɚ" as a basic form of the noun in plural and "ɧɚ" as suffix). If the object of speaking is not 
present at the moment of speaking, but we are familiar with exactly that object, then we use the suffix "ɬɚ". For 
example, "ȳɚ ɡɟɞɨɜ ɤɧɢɝɚɬɚ." ("ɤɧɢɝɚ" – as basic form of the noun in singular, and "ɬɚ" as suffix)  "Ⱦɟɰɚɬɚ 
ɢɝɪɚɚɬ." ("ɞɟɰɚ" as a basic form of the noun in plural and "ɬɚ" as suffix).  At the beginning of the interval 4, Daniel 
used the suffix "ɬɚ" as the only suffix for determination of any objects’ position when speaking about it. So, he 
would say "Ⱦɟɰɚ ɢɝɪɚɚɬ" or "Ⱦɟɰɚɬɚ ɢɝɪɚɚɬ" without being aware whether the objects of speaking are near him or 
not, or whether they are visible or not. 
Only one pronoun is recognized during the observation in the first interval ("Ʉɨʁ" meaning "who" is pronoun in 
Macedonian language). He hasn’t done much progress in using the pronouns as group of words, because Daniel 
used only "ɤɨʁ" as a pronoun till the interval number 5. After the Vth interval Daniel started to use these pronouns in 
Macedonian language: "ɧɢɱɨ" (maced. "ɧɢɲɬɨ", engl. "nothing") and "ɦɭ" which is a short pronominal form (in 
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Macedonian language) of the form for dativ "ɧɟɦɭ ɦɭ" (engl. "him"). For instance, if we want to say "He gave him" 
we could say "Ɍɨʁ ɦɭ ɞɚɞɟ." or "Ɍɨʁ ɧɟɦɭ ɦɭ ɞɚɞɟ." There is no semantic difference between these two sentences in 
Macedonian language. From the IXth interval Daniel uses "ɱɨ" instead of "ɲɬɨ" ("what") and "ɨɧ" instead of  "ɨɜɚ" 
("this" as demonstrative pronoun) and starts to use the short pronominal forms for accusative: "ɝɨ", "ʁɚ", "ɝɢ" (him, 
her, them). At the end of observation, during the XIth interval more pronouns were recognized in Daniel's speech. In 
addition, he used these pronouns: "ɬɢ" ("you" as personal pronoun), "ɬɟɛɟ", "ɬɟ", "ɬɢ" (all previously stated forms 
mean "you" as a short form for forming accusative and dativ). For example, "Ɍɢ ɞɚɞɨɜ" (Gave you.) or "Ɍɟ ɜɢɞɟ" 
(Saw you.), with the notification that in Macedonian language those sentences have correct syntax form meaning 
that the subject of the sentence can be omitted and the person of speaking can be easily guessed from the form of the 
verb (its suffixes). More of the pronouns used in the XIth interval are: "ɧɟɱɨ" (maced. "ɧɟɲɬɨ", engl. "something"), 
"ɧɟɤɨʁ" (someone). Daniel spoke of himself as in third person singular, meaning that he didn't use at any time "I" as 
personal pronoun during the whole process of observation. 
4. Conclusion 
Language development of a child is complex phenomena that take long time of observation to understand it. At 
the morphological stand, language development at a child is a rapid process of growing that usually starts with 
recognizing and saying a word that is a noun. Nouns at the first stage of development are usually the people that 
usually take care of the little child, like "ɦɚɦɚ" (mom), "ɛɚɛɚ" (granny), but also toys that the child loves, such as 
"ɤɨɥɚ" (car) or things that the child needs or likes, like milk or water. From the manner that the child uses the 
adverbs at the beginning we can conclude that he is becoming aware of the place and objects that surround him, 
rather then the time as more abstract category. Verbs are also very important types of words used very often in the 
child's vocabulary. Shorter words such as pronouns or prepositions are not always considered as words that care a 
meaning; there fore, they are usually omitted, especially at the beginning of the observation. Because this research 
was a case study based on longitudinal observation at the language development at only one child we are aware of 
the fact that these outcomes of the research should be considered as a good point to making comparisons among 
different case studies as this one rather then coming into conclusions in general.  
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